We study the asymptotic behavior of the solutions of a scalar convolution sum-di erence equation. The rate of convergence of the solution is found by determining the asymptotic behavior of the solution of the transient renewal equation.
Introduction
We consider the discrete equation where N = { , , , . . .} (as usual, we adopt the convention that a sum running from m to n with m > n is equal to zero). We suppose that a ∈ ( , ) and k : N → ( , ∞). We show that if .
∆x(t) = −ax(t) +
The same problem has been studied in [2] for corresponding linear integro-di erential equations. For basic properties and formulas concerning di erence equations, we refer the reader to [1, 4, 6] . We also refer to [3, 5] for basic results on the existence of solutions of scalar linear Volterra equations and Lyapunov functionals in the continuous case.
Preliminaries
For f , g : N → R, we de ne the convolution of f and g (see [4, Section 3 .10]) by (f * g)(t) = (Note that this de nition is slightly di erent from that one appearing elsewhere in the literature, e.g., in [6, page 100] .) The n-fold convolution f *n is given by f * = f and f *(n+ ) = f * f *n for n ∈ N.
De nition 2.1.
A subexponential sequence is a discrete mapping h : N → ( , ∞) with ∞ s= h(s) < ∞ and
The class of subexponential sequences is denoted by U.
Proof. We prove the statement in the case n = and b = . Therefore h(t) = (t+ ) , t ∈ N , clearly satis es (S ), (S a ), and ∞ s= h(s) < . To see that h satis es (S ), we calculate
Now it is enough to show
Thus h satis es (S ).
Remark 2.3. Condition (S ) is equivalent to
and it is also equivalent to
We show that (S ) and (S a ) are equivalent: If h satis es (S ), then (take s = )
and hence (S a ) holds. If h satis es (S a ), then
and thus
and hence (S ) holds.
Remark 2.4. The terminology "subexponential" is justi ed by the following: If k : N → ( , ∞) satis es (S a ), then
We prove (2.1): De ne
Hence there exists T ∈ N so that
> for all t ≥ T.
Hence K is eventually increasing, so either
= , a contradiction to (2.2), we must have (2.3). Thus (2.1) holds.
Lemma 2.6. Let h ∈ U, n ∈ N, and
Proof. For n = , we have
As t → ∞, we obtain
Hence (2.7) holds for n = . Now assume (2.7) holds for some n ∈ N \ { }. Then
Following the same calculation as above, we get
By the principle of mathematical induction, the proof is complete.
Lemma 2.7. Let h ∈ U and assume µ < , where µ is de ned as in (2.6). Let ε ∈ ( , ) satisfy ( + ε)µ < . Then there exists C ∈ N and λ ≥ such that
Proof. For a given ε > , due to h > , (2.6), and (S ) we can choose C ∈ N such that for all t ≥ C ,
and also due to h > and (S ) we can choose an integer T > C such that for all t ≥ T , (c)
In order to prove (2.8), we will use the method of induction. Clearly, for n = , (2.8) holds by (b). Assume that (2.8) is true for some n ∈ N \ { }. Case 1. If t ≥ T , then using (c) and the induction hypothesis, we have
Now, if t ≥ T , then using (c) and (a), we obtain
Using (2.10) and Lemma 2.6 in (2.9), if t ≥ T , then we get
Therefore, if t ≥ C , then (2.11) and (2.12) imply
Lemma 2.8. Let f , g : N → ( , ∞). Suppose further that g is summable, satis es (S ), and
Then f is summable, satis es (S ), and
Proof. The fact that lim t→∞
= λ > implies that f is summable. Since g also satis es (S ),
implies that f must satisfy (S ). Now note that, for all t ∈ N, we have
To establish the remainder of the assertions, we show that the right-hand side of (2.13) tends to as t → ∞. Let ε > . Then there exists T ∈ N such that
Also, it follows from
which tends to as t → ∞. Therefore it has been proved that lim sup
Since ε > is arbitrary small, the proof is complete.
De nition 2.9. Let h ∈ U. Then BC h (N ) is de ned to be the space of sequences f on N such that f = ϕh for some bounded sequence ϕ on N . We will use BC h in short in stead of BC h (N ). It is a Banach space equipped with the norm
where M h is de ned in (2.5). We denote by BC l h the closed subspace of sequences in BC h for which
exists. The operator L h : BC 
(2.14) 
we have
By taking the limit superior on both sides as t → ∞ and then using (S ) and (S b ), we get lim sup
Thus we have shown that
Also we observe that if t ≥ B, then
Taking limit superior on both sides as t → ∞ and then using (S b ) and (2.15) implies
Thus we have shown
Therefore the linearity of L h , (S ), and (2.15) imply that
Hence BC h is a subalgebra. This fact and (2.17) implies that BC l h is also a subalgebra. For the remaining part of the proof, let f , g ∈ BC l h and putf
Using (2.16), (S ), and (2.15), we obtain
Thus (2.14) holds and the proof is complete. Proof. An induction argument using Theorem 2.10 with Lemma 2.6 establishes the claim.
Lemma 2.12. If f ∈ BC
Proof. Since f ∈ BC l h , by Theorem 2.10, we have
L h f ≠ , and h satis es (S ), f satis es (S ). Hence f ∈ U.
Subexponential solutions of transient renewal equations
Consider the solution r of the linear scalar convolution equation
with h ∈ U and
Then r is positive on N. Summing (3.1) from s = to t − , we get 
3)
It can also be represented, since r = h + (h * r) by (3.1), by the Neumann series
r is called the resolvent of h, since every solution of
can be represented as Also, r ∈ U.
Proof. By the representation (3.4) for r, Corollary 2.11, and the uniform convergence implied by Lemma 2.7,
Since L h r > , it follows that r ∈ BC l h , and also by Lemma 2.12, r ∈ U.
Linear sum-di erence equations
Consider the asymptotic stability of the scalar linear Volterra sum-di erence equation Proof. To show z(t) > for all t ∈ N , we use the method of induction. First, z( ) > holds by assumption. If for some T ∈ N , z(t) > for all ≤ t ≤ T, then from (4.2) and using the assumptions, we get
Now we use a Lyapunov functional to show ∞ s= z(s) < ∞, and then lim t→∞ z(t) = follows from the property of convergent series. Let
Since z, k > on N , we have that
Taking the di erence of V(t) and substituting ∆z(t) from (4.2), we get
Now taking sums on both sides, we have
The following lemma shows the signi cance of the di erence resolvent. (4.2) , then x de ned by
Lemma 4.2. If z is the di erence resolvent de ned by
solves (4.1).
Proof. Taking di erences in (4.3) and using (4.2), we get
Note that in the following result, the hypotheses k > and h ∈ U are not necessary. where e−a(t) = ( − a) t for a ∈ ( , ), t ≥ , h = e−a * k and r is the resolvent given by (3.1).
Proof. Taking di erences in (4.4), we obtain
= − az(t) + r(t).
Now it remains to show that r = k * z. From (3.1), using h = e−a * k and (4.4), we get r = h + (h * r) = (k * e−a) + ((k * e−a) * r) = (k * (e−a + e−a * r)) = (k * z).
Thus z given by (4.4) solves (4.2).
Then the di erence resolvent z given by (4.2) satis es 5) and z ∈ BC l k . Moreover, z ∈ U.
Proof. De ne h := e−a * k, where e−a is as in Lemma 4.3. First we prove that h ∈ U so that we can apply the results for subexponential sequences that have already been established. Clearly h > on N, and (3.2) holds due to
Since k ∈ U, Remark 2.4 yields
So e−a ∈ BC k . Again by using the fact that k is subexponential (use (2.15)), h = e−a * k ∈ BC Using (2.14), (4.9), (4.6), and (4.10), we get 
Finally, since z ∈ BC l k and L k z > , Lemma 2.12 implies that z ∈ U. Table 4 .1 are rounded to three decimal places.
